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ABSTRACT

Introduction Artificial intelligence (AI) has been on the rise in the field of pathology. Despite promising results in retrospective studies, and several CE-IVD certified algorithms on the market, prospective clinical implementation studies of AI have yet to be performed, to the best of our knowledge. In this trial, we will explore the benefits of an AI-assisted pathology workflow, while maintaining diagnostic safety standards.

Methods and analysis This is a Standard Protocol Items: Recommendations for Interventional Trials–Artificial Intelligence compliant single-centre, controlled clinical trial, in a fully digital academic pathology laboratory. We will prospectively include prostate cancer patients who undergo prostate needle biopsies (CONFIDENT-P) and breast cancer patients who undergo a sentinel node procedure (CONFIDENT-B) in the University Medical Centre Utrecht. For both the CONFIDENT-P and CONFIDENT-B trials, the specific pathology specimens will be pseudo-randomised to be assessed by a pathologist with or without AI assistance in a pragmatic (bi-)weekly sequential design. In the intervention group, pathologists will assess whole slide images (WSI) of the standard hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained sections assisted by the output of the algorithm. In the control group, pathologists will assess H&E WSI according to the current pathology workflow. If no tumour cells are identified or when the pathologist is in doubt, immunohistochemistry (IHC) staining will be performed. At least 80 patients in the CONFIDENT-P and 180 patients in the CONFIDENT-B trial will need to be enrolled to detect superiority, allocated as 1:1. Primary endpoint for both trials is the number of saved resources of IHC staining procedures for detecting tumour cells, since this will clarify tangible cost savings that will support the business case for AI.

Ethics and dissemination The ethics committee (MREC NedMec) waived the need of official ethical approval, since participants are not subjected to procedures nor are they required to follow rules. Results of both trials (CONFIDENT-B and CONFIDENT-P) will be published in scientific peer-reviewed journals.

INTRODUCTION

Background and rationale

Since the introduction of digital pathology, the number of studies on artificial intelligence (AI) within the field of pathology has increased exponentially. Algorithms have been created for tumour detection, tumour grading, tumour subtyping, evaluating biomarkers and more. Due to demographic trends, the needs for healthcare are increasing globally, which combined with a lack of specialists, increases the current workload. Therefore, AI has great potential to alleviate pathologists’ workload and improve diagnostics by improving accuracy, reproducibility and speed. In fact, several algorithms have shown to be comparable, or even superior to pathologists (under time constraint).

AI and human intelligence are not mutually exclusive, they complement each other, a concept which is known as ‘augmented intelligence,’ where AI can enhance, rather than replace human intelligence. In the (very) early AI-adoptions phase, and presumably also in later phases, pathologist supervision remains of key importance. This is particularly relevant as, despite the promising results of retrospective studies and the availability of CE-IVD approved algorithms, prospective validation and
clinical implementation of AI are currently lacking. For example, 6 years after the successful CAMELON-16 Grand Challenge, the top algorithms have yet to be implemented in daily clinical practice, showing that the time between development of an AI model and clinical implementation is considerable. Likewise, numerous promising prostate cancer (PCa) grading algorithms have been developed, yet implementation studies have yet to be performed, whereas 9 AI pathology devices received CE-IVD approval in 2021.

**Trial rationale**

As a pathology laboratory with a fully digital workflow for over 7 years, we are eager to explore the full potential of working digitally by adding the benefit of AI in daily pathology practice. We decided to start with the object localisation task of tumour detection, where an objective reference standard is in place in the routine clinical workflow (ie, pathologist supervision and/or immunohistochemistry (IHC) staining).

We developed the CONFIDENT-trial template, in which AI tumour detection algorithms can be safely implemented in prospective clinical trials, while ensuring that patients are not at risk of receiving an inferior diagnosis, since IHC is always performed when no tumour cells are visible, but also when pathologists need more confirmation about the diagnosis.

**CONFIDENT-B and CONFIDENT-P**

Our trials aim to prospectively investigate the added value of an AI-assisted pathology workflow in the identification of PCa in prostate needle biopsies (CONFIDENT-P) and the identification of sentinel node (SN) metastases in patients with breast cancer (BCa) (CONFIDENT-B). As both PCa and BCa are the most common (non-skin) malignancies in men and women, respectively, implementation of AI assistance may have a great impact on diagnostic processes. However, it is important to emphasise that this trial serves as a template for other pragmatic AI-intervention trials for object-localisation tasks as well.

We obtained CE-IVD-approved algorithms for detection and grading of PCa in prostate needle biopsies and an algorithm for detecting lymph node metastases in patients with BCa. In both cases, the task of the pathologist is both labour intensive and expensive, due to the performed IHC stains in case no tumour cells are morphologically observed. However, IHC is expensive and these costs sometimes even exceed reimbursement for the entire specimen (eg, in case of multiple blocks of multiple SNs). This raises the question whether AI may be of added value to morphologically detect cancer cells without the need for IHC use. Thereby, the number of performed IHC stains may be reduced, which may lead to tangible costs savings that will help to build the business case for AI, while potentially decreasing the workload of pathologists as well.

**Study objective**

The primary objective is to explore whether an AI-assisted workflow reduces the number of spent resources on IHC, while maintaining diagnostic safety standards in both patients with PCa who underwent prostate needle biopsies (CONFIDENT-P) and patients with BCa who underwent an SN procedure. Secondary objectives are to investigate whether time management improves in an AI-assisted workflow and to analyse how much IHC staining may have been safely omitted after AI implementation.

**METHODS AND ANALYSIS**

**Trial design**

The study protocol is structured following the Standard Protocol Items: recommendations for Interventional Trials–Artificial Intelligence (SPIRIT-AI) statement 2020. This study is a single-centre, parallel-group controlled trial, assessing superiority. The allocation ratio is 1:1. Eligible patients will be assigned to arm 1 (control group) or arm 2 (AI-assisted workflow), based on a bi-weekly time schedule. Eligibility criteria are summarised in figure 1. The CONFIDENT trials will be carried out in 2022–2023.

**Study setting**

The trial will take place in the daily practice of a single academic hospital (University Medical Centre (UMC) Utrecht, the Netherlands), with a fully digital pathology enabled clinical set-up, where all slides are digitised using ultrafast whole slide image (WSI) using Hamamatsu S360 scanners and reviewed using the Sectra pathology Picture Archiving and Communication System (PACS). Although the UMC Utrecht is an academic hospital, primary routine pathology diagnostics is performed for non-academic hospitals as well (ie, the Alexander Monro Breast Cancer Hospital, Bilthoven, the Netherlands).

**Study population**

For PCa, WSI of all males who undergo a prostate needle biopsy in the UMC Utrecht will be included. For BCa, WSI of all females or males with BCa as primary malignancy (ie, invasive BCa) who undergo an SN procedure.
in the Alexander Monro Breast Cancer Hospital or the UMC Utrecht will be included. Patients will be excluded, if they were redirected to the UMC Utrecht for a second opinion.

Assessment of specimen
During the study period, all WSI will be assessed by the same group of pathologists; that is, two expert urological pathologists for the PCa biopsies, and three expert breast pathologists for the lymph node assessment from patients with BCa.

For both the CONFIDENT-B and CONFIDENT-P trials, the specific pathology specimens will be assigned to be assessed by a pathologist with or without AI assistance in a pragmatic (bi-)weekly sequential design. This is considered feasible as the change in the case mix and time trends are unlikely to occur within the inclusion period of about 6–9 months. Furthermore, both specialised breast and urological pathologists within the UMC Utrecht work according to weekly schedules. Therefore, using AI every other week or every other 2 weeks, as opposed to switching by day, ensures that all pathologists are equally distributed between groups. Lastly, it would be impractical to switch from AI assistance in the intervention group to no AI assistance in the control group on a case-to-case basis. For obvious reasons, allocation concealment and blinding of pathologists and researchers are not applicable.

Control and intervention
All eligible specimens will be assigned to either the control group or the intervention group. In the control group, pathologists will assess H&E stained WSI of patients digitally, according to the current clinical workflow. For PCa biopsies, IHC is routinely performed on all cases. For BCa lymph nodes, if no metastases or tumour are present, IHC staining will be performed. Additional IHC staining will also be performed by additional request of the pathologist in case of doubt.

In the intervention group, pathologists will assess the H&E specimens digitally with the outcome of the algorithm provided in their first assessment of the specimen. For PCa, they will use the CE-IVD certified Paige Prostate Suite algorithms for tumour detection and tumour volume percentage calculations, which reaches sensitivity and specificity of 99% and 93%, respectively, and which are based on a weakly supervised deep learning algorithm as described by Campanella et al.16 17 For BCa, pathologists will use the CE-IVD certified Metastasis Detection App by Visiopharm, a deep-learning algorithm for lymph node metastases of BCa and colon carcinoma with a combined sensitivity and specificity of 98.7% and 99.6%, respectively.18 These algorithms will be integrated within the Sectra PACS where the output of the algorithms will be graphically displayed. AI analysis of the WSI will be performed right after scanning to avoid delays in the clinical workflow. If the AI-assisted pathologist does not detect metastases or tumours on the H&E slide, routine additional IHC staining will be performed by P503S/p63/CK HMW for PCa and CAM5.2 for BCa, to ensure no metastases or tumours are missed. Pathologists can also request an additional IHC if they feel they need this to make an adequate diagnosis (figure 2).

Outcome measures
Primary outcome for the CONFIDENT-P trial is the added value of AI assistance in the detection of PCa and in the detection of tumour volume in prostate needle biopsies in daily pathology practice. The primary outcome for the CONFIDENT-B trial is the added value of AI assistance in the detection of BCa SN metastases. The outcome measures for both trials will be the number of spent resources, that is, the number of IHC stains performed in both groups.

Secondary outcome measures will be sensitivity and specificity of the AI-assisted pathologist, time spent on WSI analysis, the number of IHC stains that may have been omitted after AI-implementation and a pathologists’ evaluation by a questionnaire on the AI-assisted work process. Sensitivity and specificity analyses of the algorithm itself have already been well documented, and are, therefore,
outside the scope of the paper, as we focus on the combination of pathologist and AI to explore cost savings.

**Input data**

Input data for the algorithm will be WSI of H&E stained slides scanned at 40× of either prostate needle biopsies, and WSI of H&E stained slides of BCa lymph nodes. As per routine in our daily clinical practice, WSI will be quality controlled after scanning for colour, focus quality and completeness of the scan. When necessary, the specimens are rescanned.

**Sample size**

**CONFIDENT-P**

We performed power calculations using a two-sample proportion superiority test, using expected percentages of IHC staining in both study arms. We assume that the pathologists in the control arm can detect 50% of the tumours without using IHC. We expect AI-assisted pathologists to detect 80% of the tumours, without using IHC. These percentages were conservatively derived from the validity study by Raciti (74% for pathologists without AI and 90% for pathologists with AI, respectively), by expert pathologist opinion, and taking into account that pathologists under time constraint of daily practice do not detect tumours as well as pathologists without time constraint during retrospective studies. We assume that this effect will be larger for the biopsies assessed without AI than with AI, as AI is assumed to make tumour detection easier.

A sample size of 60 (30 per arm) would give a power of approximately 80%, using a one-sided 5% significance level. However, uncertainties remain regarding the sample size parameters. We, therefore, inflated our sample size to 80 (40 per arm), in order to ensure study power and allowing us to detect smaller effect sizes.

For detection of tumour volume percentage, we performed a power calculation based on the assumption that AI should be able to replace at least 20% of the IHC stains, in order to be cost effective. IHC is currently used in 100% of all prostate needle biopsies. Using a power of 80% and a one-sided significance level of 5%, this leads to 27 patients per arm.

**CONFIDENT-B**

Sample size calculations for the CONFIDENT-B trial are based on the assumption that the AI algorithm can detect all metastases for which currently IHC is used, which are mainly micro-metastases and isolated tumour cells (ITC). Approximately 15% of the SN specimens in the UMC Utrecht contain a micrometastasis or ITC.

A sample size of 166 patients (83 per arm) would give a power of 80% and a one-sided significance level of 5%, this leads to 83 patients per arm.

**Statistical methods**

For baseline comparisons between both arms, the appropriate measures (parametric or non-parametric) for categorical (χ² test/Fisher’s exact) and continuous variables (T-test and Mann-Whitney U test) will be used. For the analysis of the primary outcome measure, we will compare the proportion of IHC use in both arms, and calculate adjusted relative risks, using a log-binomial model.

Missing data for baseline characteristics and for the primary outcome are not to be expected, as they are obligatory items in the structured pathology reports.

We will determine sensitivity and specificity of the conclusion of the AI-assisted pathologists without the use of IHC. Subsequently, we will focus on the cases with metastases that the AI-assisted pathologist misses, categorise them (ie, macro-metastases, micro-metastases and ITC) and determine their clinical relevance (ie, clinical consequences if these metastases are being missed). Data analysis will be performed in R Statistical Software, with a significance level set at p <0.05.

**Data collection and management**

All data (baseline and primary outcome measurements) will be retrieved from the structured pathology reports and will be managed and stored in Castor EDC. For the secondary outcome measure of time spent by the pathologist on a slide, data will be collected on an interval basis for practical reasons, as timing every assessment for months (by stopwatch) was not deemed feasible. For the secondary outcome measure of AI-assisted work process for pathologists, a questionnaire will be distributed to the participating pathologists. The final secondary assessment measurement, the number of IHC stains that may have been omitted after AI-implementation, will be determined by the researchers based on the data from the structured pathology reports (combination of IHC and AI-assisted diagnoses of the pathologist).

**Ethical approval**

Research within these trials is not subject to the (Dutch) Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act (WMO), as participants are not subjected to procedures and as they are not required to follow rules. Therefore, the ethics committee (MREC NedMec) waived the need of ethical approval and informed consent.

**Risk of harm**

Patients are not at risk of any harm for an inferior diagnosis (ie, missed tumour cells), as in both arms, IHC staining will be performed when no tumour cells are
visible, according to current clinical standards. As a rule in augmented intelligence, all cases will be evaluated by a pathologist, which further minimised the risk of a false diagnosis based on the AI algorithm. Taking all of the above into account, a data monitoring committee is not required and adverse events are not to be expected. In theory, the algorithm could be more of a disturbance than a help to pathologists (eg, when it frequently reports false positive or negative results, which have to be corrected by the pathologist). However, the algorithms used are IVDR approved, and thus have undergone extensive review for their intended purpose. Nonetheless, the experience and ease of use of pathologists working with the algorithm will be one of the secondary outcome measures.

Informed consent and data access
Informed consent was waived by the local quality coordinator and data protection officer for the following reasons. First, in both arms, patients receive standard care, while maintaining diagnostic safety standards (pathologists’ supervision and IHC in all negative cases). Second, patients are not subjected to any procedures. Third, all patient data will be anonymised to the researchers by the pathologist who assessed the slide. The collected (anonymous) research data will be stored in Castor EDC to ensure data security. Data will be kept for a period of 15 years. Data access in Castor will be restricted to two researchers (RNF and CvD). Pathologists have access to the electronic patient files for the purpose of patient care. The researchers are not permitted access to these files. At no point will the data (both in Castor EDC and patient files) be accessed by the companies providing the algorithms (ie, Visiopharm and Paige).

Patient and public involvement
None.

DISCUSSION
The promising retrospective results of AI-assisted pathology have not yet resulted in prospective clinical implementation studies. This may be due to a lack of digital transition in the majority of pathology laboratories, but it may also be partly due to the lack of a good implementation model. Fortunately, however, new guidelines for AI trials have recently been proposed by the SPIRIT-AI and Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials–AI steering groups, as well as roadmaps to routine use of AI in clinical practice.15 25 26 Yet, to date, no pathology AI trials have been published in PubMed or Web of Science or, to the best of our knowledge, otherwise made public.

As a pathology laboratory with a fully digital workflow, we developed a clinical trial template for tumour detection models, as a first step to implement AI in daily pathology practice. We will start with an object localisation task (ie, tumour cells) as a reference standard is in place in the routine clinical workflow. For classification tasks like tumour grading, a clinical trial design is more challenging, as no reference is in place in daily pathology practice and inter-laboratory and inter-pathologist variation is notorious.27–31 Nevertheless, in future trials, implementing AI assistance in the grading process might also reduce this variation. For now, results of the CONFIDENT trials will provide the first assessment of the potential added value of AI in daily pathology practice. This evaluation will substantially contribute to a potential paradigm shift in tumour detection in pathology. The pragmatic template of the CONFIDENT trials may serve as example for other prospective AI implementation trials in diagnostic pathology.
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